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description:take on the role of a modern farmer in farming simulator 19 platinum edition! for the first
time in the franchise history, discover claas, one of the world's leading farming brands. enjoy 380+
machines, including 35+ new claas vehicles and tools to grow your farm alone or with other players

in two huge maps filled with exciting farming activities, crops to harvest and animals to tend to.
title:farming simulator 22 - platinum edition genre: simulation developer: giants software, giants

software gmbh publisher: giants software, giants software gmbh franchise: farming simulator release
date: 15 nov, 2022 languages : english, french, italian, german, spanish - spain, czech, danish,
dutch, finnish, hungarian, japanese, korean, polish, portuguese - portugal, portuguese - brazil,

romanian, russian, simplified chinese, swedish, traditional chinese, turkish, norwegian, polish - latin
america the platinum expansion brings another surprise, a unique map, that will serve you well even

without the expansion. the new map silverrun forest, inspired by the pacific northwest, will be
available in the main game. compared with previous expansion maps, there are fewer villages for
new, younger players to enjoy a fresh start in, but offer more players a bigger play area. the map,
which is a large and diverse map for those looking to expand their farming business, is a great new

option.
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giants software gmbh. published and developed by giants software. farming simulator, giants
software and its logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of giants software. all rights

reserved. all manufacturers, agricultural machinery, agricultural equipment, names, brands and
associated imagery featured in this game in some cases include trademarks and/or copyrighted

materials of their respective owners. the agricultural machines and equipment in this game may be
different from the actual machines in shapes, colours and performance. all other names, trademarks
and logos are property of their respective owners. 2017 giants software gmbh. all rights reserved. all

manufacturers, agricultural machinery, agricultural equipment, names, brands and associated
imagery featured in this game in some cases include trademarks and/or copyrighted materials of
their respective owners. the agricultural machines and equipment in this game may be different
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from the actual machines in shapes, colours and performance. all other names, trademarks and
logos are property of their respective owners. we are proud to announce the release of farming

simulator 17, the first expansion of its kind! this expansion offers a new map set in south america
with a unique landscape and a new brand, bringing together the best features of farming

simulator.… ” once you reach the end, don’t hesitate to try a modded version of farming simulator.
you will instantly be back to the farm and able to drive those heavy machinery. it allows you to live

more. farming is a very long-term operation. to survive, you need to be adaptable and flexible to the
ever-changing environment. if you’re not, you just might get finished faster than you anticipate. so,
use modded farming simulator to push yourself beyond the boundaries and into the unknown. you

cannot buy modded farming simulator again! do not hesitate to check out the platinum edition
farming simulator 2017 mods as they are a must-have for those who wish to experience a new

experience in farming simulator. the platinum edition farming simulator 2017 mods collection is far
more than what a single normal map could do for you. the modded farming simulator 17 adds even
more features like new materials, new weather conditions, new animals and more. once you start

using the farming simulator 17 platinum edition mods, you will never stop seeing a new and exciting
thing every day. 5ec8ef588b
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